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Abstract

Public welfare programs have a long history of linking their benefits to observable characteristics of potential recipients, such as age, income, health, or employment status. We argue that this common mechanism, tagging, whose goal is to improve efficiency by targeting in-kind transfers to the households with the highest expected utility gain, may lead to substantial market distortions in an environment where the benefit is provided to recipients by imperfectly competitive firms rather than the government. The efficiency losses may be further exacerbated when the level of transfers that subsidize the purchase of the good is anchored to the price information supplied by these firms. We explore this possibility empirically, using data on the health insurance markets created under the Affordable Care Act. We build a model of supply and demand in this new market. Using a novel identification approach coupled with a highly flexible demand specification, we estimate model primitives that allow us to analyze the efficiency of the market. We calculate the incidence of subsidies under the observed subsidy regime with tagging, as well as under counterfactual subsidization mechanisms. We find that a third of the subsidy surplus is captured by producers; further, tagging subsidies generates a large efficiency-equity trade-off, reducing the overall consumption of the good, but strongly benefiting low income consumers at the expense of higher income consumers.
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1 Introduction

Public welfare programs have a long history of linking their benefits to observable characteristics of potential recipients, such as age, income, or employment status. Such tagging (Akerlof, 1978) may improve targeting of public dollars to the most needy recipients, but observable characteristics may be imperfect measures of need, or worse, individuals may try to alter their observable characteristics (the so-called masquerading effect) or distort their behavior in order to qualify for the benefit. The extensive theoretical and empirical literature studying the costs and benefits of tagging has almost exclusively focused on these demand-side distortions, assuming that benefits are provided by a benevolent government. However, governments have recently and increasingly turned to profit-maximizing firms to provide targeted government benefits. In this paper, we investigate the welfare consequences of strategic firms pricing in the presence of tagging.

Adding market power to the supply side of a public benefit provision in the presence of taxes or subsidies that are tagged to observables has the potential to generate substantial efficiency distortions above and beyond the well-documented masquerading effects. The intuition is simple: tagging introduces heterogeneity in subsidies across consumers and markets, and, all else equal, firms have incentives to raise prices in markets where consumers receive more generous subsidies. In the presence of market power, these incentives are not dissipated by competition. This combination of market power and tagging creates a demographic externality that can generate perverse equilibrium outcomes. For example, if consumer subsidies are computed on the basis of income, the near-poor end up paying more for identical products in markets with many poor consumers.

We explore this issue empirically on the example of the new ACA Health Insurance Marketplace market. Public health insurance has been increasingly provided by private insurers, and this new market launched in 2014 is no exception. As in all publicly funded, but privately provided health insurance markets, there is a key question of how much the government should pay insurers. This question is central for the efficiency of these markets, but is still very poorly understood.

The Marketplaces provide a fruitful empirical laboratory for understanding the effects of subsidy tagging. Public funds play a significant role in this setting - the majority of enrollees receive a subsidy in the form of a tax credit for the payment of their insurance premiums. These tax credits depend on consumers’ age and income, thus following a traditional approach of conditioning a public benefit on consumer observables. Such categorical tagging with strategic insurers on the supply side that can perfectly foresee the distribution of tagged observables generates a significant potential for efficiency and allocative distortions. Moreover, in the ACA Marketplace setting, baseline subsidy levels depend on price quotes (or "bids") submitted by insurers. This feature of the market further mutes any disincentive to strategically take advantage of the tagging structure.

In this paper we set out to quantify the potential efficiency and allocative distortions that may be stemming from tagging in the presence of market power and the price-linked subsidization mechanism. We start by formulating and estimating the model of demand for ACA Marketplace plans. We utilize the unique institutional setting of the Marketplaces to implement a novel identification strategy in our demand estimates. We use sharp discontinuities in consumer-facing prices across income-age bins that are generated by premium regulation. In our empirical setting, consumers of the same age face different prices for the same product in the same market if their incomes lie above or below pre-determined income thresholds; further, consumers with the same household income face different prices for the same product if their are one year of
age apart. This structure of the data allows us to identify the coefficient on the price parameter in the utility function under a semiparametric demand specification, where we estimate product-specific utility levels. The latter flexibility in demand specification is important in our setting with highly multi-dimensional products.

Using this novel strategy, we estimate reasonable levels of marginal utility of income and intuitive substitution patterns. We then proceed to derive a profit function for insurers on this market, trying to balance the institutional and especially regulatory detail with the computational tractability of the model. We arrive at first-order conditions that allow us to recover marginal costs for each product-market combination. Our estimates from the inversion of the first order condition at the product-market level are highly consistent - both in terms of levels and relative ranking of product - with accounting data at the product level.

With these estimates in hand, we analyze the welfare characteristics of the observed allocation under income tags. We find that (per capita) consumer surplus varies substantially across local geographies. We also find intuitive patterns in the distribution of consumer surplus across income and age groups - surplus decreases with income (as subsidies go down), and it increases with age. As expected, consumers that receive highest premium and cost-sharing subsidies enjoy the highest consumer surplus. We find a total consumer surplus of roughly $29 billion, which exceeds the government spending on subsidies of about $22 billion, suggesting that a dollar of subsidies generates more than a dollar of surplus or roughly breaks even if we take into account the cost of raising the public funds. To calculate the incidence of subsidies, we compare simulated allocations with and without subsidies; these allow us to track whether subsidy funds accrue primarily to consumers or insurers; we can also assess which socio-demographic groups among consumers benefit the most and the least.

In our subsequent counterfactual analyses, we consider the efficiency and allocative implications of alternative subsidization rules that either do not use categorical tagging or alter its structure. We consider several types of counterfactuals. First, to assess the distortions that arise from the combination of subsidy tagging and market power, we simulate an environment, where the insurance benefit is provided by the benevolent social planner (in practice, we impose that insurers are forced to price at marginal cost) and subsidies are administered like in the observed tagged system. Next, we consider how imperfectly competitive supply side would interact with alternative subsidization mechanisms. We consider mechanisms that keep some version of categorical tagging, but changes tags - for example, one policy option that is currently being considered by Congress is to tag subsidies to age rather than income. We further consider mechanisms that completely remove categorical tags and provide flat subsidies instead. These flat subsidies could either be regional - for example, county-specific vouchers - or national. All these mechanisms correspond to policy proposals that are being actively considered in the ACA Marketplace.

We find that under the observed subsidization mechanism about 40% of subsidies accrue to insurers and 60% accrue to consumers. We further estimate that subsidy tagging reduces total surplus relative to a subsidy policy that pays on average the same amount, but does not vary the subsidy across consumers based on their observables. Without tagging total surplus increases by $6B for $4B in government spending, 67% of which accrues to consumers. Without tagging, the insurance program generate a positive return on a dollar of public spending, while with tagging the returns are slightly negative when we consider nominal government spending and do not account for any opportunity cost of public funds in paying the same consumers in other ways. While removing tagging increases the overall size of the pie, it is not a pareto improving policy - the change in the mechanism leads to a re-allocation of surplus across geographies and demographic groups.
In a simulation of a perfectly competitive market, we find that introducing subsidization increases enrollment dramatically from 30 percent to 63 percent, but this gain in insurance coverage comes at a substantial deadweight loss. In this case, the government spends $32 billion in subsidies to generate $23 billion in consumer surplus. Reversely, when we simulate a market with and without market power (removing all subsidies), we find that market power reduces welfare by $2 billion and decreases enrollment from 30 to 11 percent. Overall, we find that the highest consumer surplus is generated in a competitive environment with tagged subsidies, while the highest welfare is generated in a competitive environment without subsidies. This is consistent with the idea that the marginal consumers attracted into the market by subsidization have a relatively low willingness to pay for insurance coverage.

Our analysis relates to several literatures. First, the paper is closely related to the large theoretical and empirical literatures on cash-based and in-kind subsidization policies in various public programs (Currie and Gahvari 2008 provide a comprehensive overview; Allcott et al. 2015 and Lieber and Lockwood 2017 are among recent empirical applications). We add to the rich conceptual literature on optimal tagging of taxes and subsidies - Akerlof (1978) and subsequent theoretical literature - by suggesting the important role of imperfectly competitive supply side in settings where the government outsources public benefit provision to private firms. Traditionally, the literature on targeted public programs has assumed perfectly competitive markets, where consumers may masquerade their eligibility for any type of public benefits, but there are no strategic firms that could exploit the information on the targeting mechanisms. Increasingly, the literature has started documenting empirically - in many diverse contexts - of how firms that interact with consumers who receive public funding may respond strategically (e.g. Cellini and Goldin, 2014 on Pell grants; Rothstein, 2010 on EITC, among others).

Through our empirical application we contribute to a subset of this literature that has focused on health insurance. This strand of literature has investigated the effects of tax subsidies on employer-provided health insurance, for example in Gruber and Washington (2005); in the classic illustration of an adverse selection spiral, Cutler and Reber (1998) discuss the role of subsidy design (by the employer) in employer-sponsored plans. Enthoven (2011) and Frakt (2011) discuss some of the key conceptual points and the policy debate on the funding of publicly-funded, privately-run insurance. Conceptually and methodologically, our paper is closest to Curto et al. (2015), Tebaldi (2017), Decarolis (2015), Decarolis et al. (2016), Ho et al. (2015), Wu (2016) and Jaffe and Shepard (2017) that explore the questions about subsidies, competition, and market design, and strategic insurer behavior in the context of Medicare Advantage, Covered California, Medicare Part D, and Massachusetts Health Insurance Exchange, respectively. These papers focus on the idea that subsidies linked to prices of insurers may distort allocations.

We contribute to this literature by asking whether the tagging of subsidies to consumer observables may generate allocative distortions in the presence of market power. The possibility that subsidy tagging may be strategically exploited by firms is related to a literature outside of health insurance that has highlighted how firms may strategically respond to “targeted” public finds that may accrue to their consumers. Our paper further contributes to a rapidly growing literature that studies various aspects of the Affordable Care Act, and especially the launch and performance of the ACA Health Insurance Exchanges.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 gives a brief primer on the institutional setting and describes our data sources. Section 3.2 discusses descriptive patterns in the data that are suggestive of the tagging-related distortion that we hypothesize in this setting. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 lay out the demand and supply
models, respectively. Section 4.3 reports model estimation results. Section 5 proceeds to discuss the efficiency properties of observed and counterfactual subsidization mechanisms. Section 6 briefly concludes.

2 Economic Environment and Data

Our empirical application is the market for non-group health insurance contracts in the US that was created by the Affordable Care Act in 2010 and started its operation in 2014. The program allows individual consumers to purchase health insurance plans for themselves and their families. Enrollment is voluntary, although individuals that do not have any health insurance face annual penalties that have been increasing from 2014 onwards. Insurance plans on this market are complex, highly dimensional products. All plan are classified into one “metal” tier: Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum, and Catastrophic. These metal tiers reflect the average generosity of plans - the fraction of costs a plan would cover for a standardized population. In addition to metal labels, the plans have varying cost-sharing arrangements such as deductibles, co-insurance, and co-pays, and varying restrictions on provider networks and scope of pharmaceutical coverage.

Insurers in this market are not allowed to price-discriminate based on individual health risks, but they are allowed to set different premiums depending on individual’s age, smoking status, and family composition. While several US states have created their own Marketplace programs, most states (37) use an online federal platform www.healthcare.gov to facilitate the purchase of insurance; we focus on these states in our analysis. The 37 federally-facilitated states encompass 2,566 counties with about 9 million enrollees. Within each state, counties are aggregated into “rating areas” - if a collection of counties is in the same rating area, all plans offered in these counties have to charge the same prices across different counties within the same rating area. Insurers do not have to offer plans in all counties, however. Despite the complexity of the geographic arrangements, it is helpful to think about county-level markets in this setting.

One of the key aspects of the ACA Marketplace that we focus on in this paper is the provision of subsidies for consumers with low incomes. The subsidy system is complex and consists of several pieces. We focus on subsidies that reduce annual premiums that consumers are responsible for. These subsidies are based on a classic “tagging” principle - individuals with lower incomes receive higher subsidies. In addition, subsidy levels are anchored to full prices (“bids”) charged by insurers.

Premium subsidies are known as (Advanced) Premium Tax Credits - PTC - they can be paid (directly to the insurance company on consumer’s behalf) at the start of the year based on projected income and be then adjusted when consumers file taxes if actual income differs from the projection. Consumers can also choose to forgo receiving advanced credit and instead claim the full amount ex post in their tax return. The PTC is calculated in two steps. First, the “MAGI” measure of income (converted to a percent of federal poverty level - FPL) determines the maximum dollar amount that the consumer should be paying for insurance premiums. Call this amount “CAP.” The CAP is based on a non-linear sliding schedule. For example, if individual’s income is 200% of FPL, then he or she should be spending no more than 6.34% on income on health insurance premiums. At 400% FPL, the CAP is equal to infinity as individuals with income above 400% FPL are not subsidized.

In the second step, the regulator records the bid of the Silver plan (for each market) that has the second-lowest bid in the market. Call this premium SLSP. If CAP is greater than SLSP in the county where a consumer resides, then this consumer gets no subsidy. If CAP is less than SLSP, the consumer gets a PTC
that equal to the difference between the applicable SLSP and the CAP.\footnote{While we abstract from family-level analysis in our estimation due to lack of data, in practice income at the point of enrollment is estimated based on “tax” family composition, household income and which members of the family are getting coverage.}

We combine several sources of data for our analysis. We use data from 2015 - the second year of Marketplace operations - and focus our analysis on ACA Exchanges that use the federal healthcare.gov platform, as the best data is available for this year and for that part of the market. We observe detailed choice sets that consumers faced in each geographic market in premium and plan structure files that have been released by CMS and are available on the agency’s web page. CMS has also released enrollment data at county-metal level, at plan level, and at county-insurer level. Kaiser Family Foundation has generously provided us with a dataset that records the potential size of the market at a fine geographic level. Finally, we use the 2015 edition of the American Community Survey (ACS). ACS data allows us to create a representative sample of uninsured individuals in each county, for whom we observe income, age, race, and gender.

Table 1 summarizes the key data points on the choice sets that individuals face, enrollment, and demographics. In 2015, consumers could choose among on average 39 plans offered by three large national insurers and a number of smaller firms. The annual pre-subsidy premiums for a 40-year old in these plans ranged from $2,500 to $5,700 with an unweighted average of about $3,800. The average number of potential enrollees per market was close to 8,000, although markets differed dramatically in their size, ranging from fewer than 100 potential enrollees to more than 500,000. On average across markets, 62% of potential enrollees chose not to purchase a Marketplace plan; among those that did purchase, Silver plans were by far the most popular, accounting for almost 70% of choices conditional on enrollment. About 32% of potential enrollees are eligible for the most generous cost-sharing support. Potential enrollees are on average 38 years old, 83% white, with an average income of 250% FPL. On average, these consumers qualify for $2,120 in premium subsidies.

3 Conceptual Framework and Preliminary Evidence

3.1 Framework

In this section, we highlight the basic intuition that characterizes the relationship between subsidy targeting and market power.

For simplicity, consider a monopolist pricing in a market with two types of consumers, $t \in \{H, L\}$.\footnote{The same intuition applies to oligopoly markets, where a firm can be thought of as having monopoly power over a subset of consumers.} Consumers $H$ have higher incomes and are never eligible for public subsidies, while consumers $L$ may be eligible for public subsidies. Let there be a unit mass of consumers and the share of $H$ consumers be $\eta$. A consumer of type $t$ purchases insurance from the firm if this consumer’s willingness to pay for insurance, $v^t$, is greater than the effective (post-subsidy) price $p^t$ that this consumer faces. Denote the list price for an insurance contract with $b$ (consistent with the “bid” terminology that we will use in the empirical application). Let $s^H(b)$ and $s^L(b)$ denote the fraction of consumers within each consumer type for whom $v^t > p^t(b)$, where $p^t(b)$ is consumer’s effective premium that is a function of the firm’s list price $b$. Without subsidies, this function is an identity $p^t = b$ for any $t$, since we require the monopolist to set one price for all consumers, even though - crucially - the consumer type is observable to the firm. We denote the elasticity
of demand for each group of consumers with $|\epsilon^H|$ and $|\epsilon^L|$, respectively. Subsidies affect both the slope and the intercept of the demand curve, as we discuss below. The differences in market size and the shape of the demand schedule between groups of consumers that are eligible and ineligible for targeted subsidies are the two key sources of heterogeneity in the model.

Assume that insurance can be provided at the same marginal cost $c$ to both types of consumers. The monopolist then maximizes the following profit function:

$$\pi = (b - c)s^H\eta + (b - c)s^L(1 - \eta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The monopolist chooses bid $b$ to maximize profits. Assuming an interior solution, the first order condition for bid $b$ is:

$$s^H\eta + (b - c)\eta\frac{\partial s^H}{\partial b} + s^L(1 - \eta) + (b - c)(1 - \eta)\frac{\partial s^L}{\partial b} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Re-arranging, we get:

$$b = \frac{c[\epsilon^H s^H\eta + \epsilon^L s^L(1 - \eta)]}{\eta(1 + \epsilon^H)s^H + (1 - \eta)(1 + \epsilon^L)s^L}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where elasticity $\epsilon^t = \frac{\partial s^t}{\partial b}\frac{b}{s^t}$. The first order condition reflects the importance of both dimensions of heterogeneity between the two types of consumers: differences in the shape of demand and market size. The expression is effectively a weighted sum of the standard markup-rules between the two markets. As $\eta$ (the share of $H$ consumers) approaches 1, the first order condition approaches the standard mark-up pricing rule within one market. Similarly, if both types of consumers had the same elasticity of demand, we would have also converged to the standard mark-up rule.

Targeted subsidies generate a wedge between the true underlying demand function and the shape of demand as perceived by the profit-maximizing firm, for only a subset of consumers. Altering the demand curve for subsidized consumers changes the optimal price that the monopolist would like to set. Equation 3 thus clearly illustrates a demographic externality - even though nothing changes about $H$ types when $L$ types get a subsidy, the price that $H$ types face will be different, since the firm is required to set the same price across both markets. How many consumers get subsidized is important - the higher is $\eta$ (the share of unsubsidized consumers), the less relevant is the presence of subsidies for the overall price.

How the change in $b$ plays out in response to subsidizing type $L$ consumers will vary depending on the shape of the subsidy. We will consider two types of subsidies in our empirical analysis: (i) subsidies that keep $p$ fixed independently of $b$ as long as $p < b$, so that $p(b) = \min(p, b)$; (ii) flat subsidies that are bounded by zero, so that $p(b) = \max(0, b - s)$. Our empirical setting has both types of subsidies operating on the market. For cheaper plans, observed subsidies resemble the first mechanism, while for more expensive plans, subsidies resemble the second mechanism.

Conceptually, these two types of subsidies have different effects on the demand curve. For a relatively

---

3This assumption can be easily relaxed to allow for differences in costs across types, so that the aggregate marginal cost faced by insurer is a function of prices, introducing the possibility of adverse or advantageous selection. Allowing for costs to vary doesn’t change the intuition of the mechanism, but adds another degree of freedom into the first-order condition, making algebraic expressions less transparent. We hence use the constant marginal cost case for the stylized discussion in this section. A model with constant marginal costs effectively assumes perfect risk equalization through policies such as risk-adjustment, reinsurance, or risk corridors. In our empirical application, we will be assuming that the cost of coverage varies across income-age cells in an observable (to the econometrician and the firm) way.
low level of “target” price $p$, the first type of subsidy effectively sets the price elasticity of demand for $L$ types to zero, since the effective price of insurance does not change when the firm changes $b$. If at the same time the share of unsubsidized consumers $\eta$ is small, then the equilibrium price absent any regulatory restriction on prices approaches infinity. Hence, in this case, the share of unsubsidized consumers $\eta$ is crucial for constraining prices - these consumers are exerting a positive “demographic externality” on $L$ consumers. Under the second type of “voucher” subsidies, in turn, an increase in subsidies shifts out the demand curve, so that $s^L$ increases for any level of $b$, and $\epsilon^L$ possibly changes, depending on the curvature of demand. In this case, list price $b$ may increase, implying that $L$ consumers exert a negative externality on $H$ consumers that have to pay the full list price $b$. This intuition can be summarized in the following comparative statics:

**Proposition 1** Under subsidy targeting with a subsidy $s$ such that $p(b) = \min(p, b)$ and $s = b - p$ for a pre-determined $p$, as the share of unsubsidized consumers $\eta$ decreases, the list price $b$ increases. If the increase in $b$ is sufficiently small and $b < p$, $p(b)$ also increases.

**Proposition 2** Under subsidy targeting with any subsidy $s$, demand for the good increases among $L$ consumers and the firm increases the list price $b$, as long as the firm has been serving market $L$.

In the next section, we will examine first empirical evidence that is consistent with these comparative statics. Then, in the counterfactual analyses of Section 5 we will be able to simulate how tagged subsidies affect market equilibria, and whether the incidence of subsidies falls onto consumers or producers. First, in the absence of market power - when the product is offered at marginal cost - we will quantify the extent of the efficiency-equity tradeoff between targeted subsidies that are available only to low income beneficiaries and subsidies that any consumer is eligible for. Second, we will estimate how this trade-off changes when we incorporate market power and require the firm to set one list price for all consumer types.

### 3.2 Preliminary Evidence

Before proceeding to the empirical model of supply and demand in section 4, we start by investigating descriptive patterns in the data. We first test whether the observed relationships between prices and demographics of local markets are consistent with the comparative static in Proposition 1 above.

We have two related empirical predictions. First, list prices charged by insurers for second-lower silver plans should be lower in markets with more consumers that are not eligible for subsidies. Since subsidies in ACA markets are linked to the list prices of the second-lowest silver plans, for these plans the subsidy is such that $p(b) = \min(p, b)$ and $s = b - p$ for a pre-determined $p$. Hence, we expect prices for these plans to be lower in places with a higher share of consumers with income above 400% FPL. Second, if list prices are lower in places with a higher share of consumers not eligible for subsidies, the effective prices paid by partially subsidized consumers, should also be lower in the same markets. Consumer prices are determined as the difference between the income-related cap on premiums and the list of the second lowest silver plans. For consumers with higher incomes, the cap is higher and can in fact sometimes exceed the list price of the second lowest silver (2LSP) plan. In that case, consumers face the list price of the 2LSP rather than the premium cap. As 2LSP goes down, the price for these consumers also goes down. Hence, the price faced by partially subsidized consumers may vary across markets if the list price of the 2LSP is low enough.

We test whether both of these empirical predictions are consistent with the data in Figure 3. Panel (a) plots the relationship between individual list prices (we take the price for a 40 year old adult - since prices
are scaled with a mechanical step function, it does not matter which age we pick) and the estimated share of potential consumers with household income above 400% FPL. We estimate this share from ACS data. Given the significant variation in the regulatory and cost environment between states, we first residualize both the horizontal and the vertical axis onto state fixed effects (and then add back the mean). We then group 2,505 counties into 20 equally sized bins along the x-axis. We see large differences in the list prices for 2LSP across the ventiles of the share of potential consumers that are ineligible for subsidies. While list prices are around 5,000 per year in markets with 10% or fewer of such potential consumers, they are 400 or 8% lower in markets where more than a third of potential enrollees are not eligible for subsidies. The relationship is statistically very pronounced, with a linear slope of 155 dollar decrease for each 10 percentage point increase in the share of unsubsidized consumers.

Next, we test whether markets with a higher share of potential consumers that are not eligible for premium subsidies exhibit lower effective premiums for those potential consumers that are eligible for partial subsidies. This relationship would exist in the data if insurer list prices in markets with more elastic demand were falling faster than subsidies, so that net premiums were lower.

Panel (b) of Figure 3 suggests that this relationship holds empirically. Here we plot the same x-axis of the figure we plot the share of potential Marketplace enrollees per county that have income above 400% FPL and hence are not eligible for premium subsidies. We group 2,566 counties into 20 bins equally-spaced by the x-axis value. For each county, we calculate the average effective premiums that potential consumers with incomes above 250% FPL and below 400% FPL would have faced. These consumers are eligible to receive premium subsidies, but typically their subsidies only cover a portion of the premium. We plot the average of these county-level effective premiums within each bin on the y-axis. A clear pattern emerges - individuals that are poor, but not too poor to receive full subsidies face higher premiums in markets that have fewer “elastic” consumers.

Panel (b) of Figure 3 illustrates how the underlying demographic composition of the market affects enrollment. The x-axis of this figure is the same as in Panel (a). On the y-axis, we plot the county-level share of potential consumers in the income bracket between 250% and 400% FPL that purchase any plan on the ACA Marketplaces. Consistent with these individuals facing higher premiums in markets with fewer “elastic” consumers, we observe lower enrollment in these markets.

We formalize these relationships in Table 2. We start with a regression that captures the same relationship as Panel (a) of Figure 3: how effective premiums for second-lowest cost silver plans among potential consumers in the income bracket between 250% and 400% FPL vary with the share of potential consumers with income above 400% FPL in their county $c$ and state $s$. To focus on comparable consumers across counties, we control for consumers’ age ($a$) and income ($w$), as well as state fixed effects. The coefficient of interest is $\beta$ that measures the correlation between the share of elastic consumers ($\sigma$) in a county and premiums that consumers with partial subsidies face.

$$ p_{i(cs)} = \beta \sigma_{cs} + \sum_a \alpha_a \mathbb{1}[age_{i(cs)} = a] + \kappa w_{i(cs)} + \gamma_s + \epsilon_{i(cs)} $$

We estimate two versions of this specification: at the individual level on the ACS sample of 206,064 potential consumers with income between 250% and 400% FPL, clustering standard errors at the county.

---

4 Both the x and y axis are residualized to account for fixed differences across states and for the exact income level of potential consumers.
level. The individual level allows us to precisely control for age fixed effects and income. Similar to Panel (a)
of Figure 3, we estimate a negative relationship: individuals in markets with 10 percentage point more of
elastic consumers face on average $45 lower premiums. In Column (4) we report an aggregated version of this
relationship at the county level, we control for average age in the county rather than age fixed effects. Here
we find a slightly attenuated coefficient, suggesting that on average an increase in the share of unsubsidized
consumers by 10 percentage points leads to $19 lower premiums.

Columns (1) to (3) of Table 2 report the results of enrollment regressions. For each county, we calculate
the share of potential enrollees with income between 250% and 400% FPL that purchased a plan on the
ACA Marketplace.\(^5\) In column (1) we regress this share of inside option enrollment on average effective
second-lowest cost silver plan premium for this group of potential consumers. We expect this linear demand
estimation to be biased, as observed premiums are the equilibrium outcome of market interactions. Indeed,
we find that the coefficient on premiums is positive and noisy. Next, we instrument premiums with the share
of “elastic” consumers in each market. Column (2) reports the reduced form of this specification, illustrating
that enrollment is higher in markets that have a higher share of “elastic” demand (the same relationship
that we observed in Panel (b) of Figure 3). The 2SLS specification of demand in Column (3) produces a
more meaningful estimate of the demand slope, suggesting that the inside share decreases by 0.3 percentage
points (off the mean of 0.58) for each $100 increase in the effective annual premiums for the second lowest
cost silver plans.

Taken together, these relationships provide strong suggestive evidence for insurers’ strategic response
to income-tagging of subsidies. Insurers have an incentive to raise price in places where more potential
consumers are heavily subsidized, and an incentive to lower prices in place where more consumers are paying
full premiums. As subsidies are tagged to observable income, insurers have nearly perfect information on
which market is going to be more elastic and are likely to respond strategically to this information.

4 Empirical Model

4.1 Demand

We formulate and estimate a random utility model of demand for health insurance plans on ACA Mar-
ketplaces. The empirical model maps characteristics of plans, such as premiums, cost-sharing rules, and
non-pecuniary features, into a scalar measure of utility; consumers then pick plans that give them the
highest utility.

Formally, we posit that individual \(i\), characterized by a vector of demographic characteristics such as age
and income, which we denote with \(D_i\), chooses plan \(j\) from a set of choices \(J\) available to this individual, so
as to maximizes utility. The set of choices that each consumer faces depends on their geographic location.
It is helpful to think about a geographic market as a county, although there are multiple nuances on what
serves as a geographic “market” within the ACA Exchanges and we take these nuances into account when

\(^5\) We observe the numerator of the share in the data released by CMS. We compute the denominator by applying the
county-level share of individuals with income between 250% and 400% FPL in the ACS data to the total market size in each
county.
estimating the model. We let the indirect utility function take the following form:

\[ u_{ij} = -\alpha_i p_{ij} + \beta_i X_{ij} + \epsilon_{ij} \]  

(5)

Where \( p_{ij} \) denotes consumer \( i \)'s post-subsidy premium for insurance plan \( j \), vector \( X_{ij} \) captures observable characteristics of the plan, such as coverage generosity for various providers and services. The observable characteristics of the plans are allowed to be individual-specific. \( X_{ij} \) also includes fixed effects for insurer brand, as consumers may have strong preferences for specific insurers. Parameter \( \alpha \) measures the marginal utility of income, or in other words the value of a dollar in utils. Parameter vector \( \beta \) measures average consumer preferences for plan features. We allow for unobserved heterogeneity in these preferences. We further implicitly allow preferences to vary with observable consumer characteristics that include age and income, since prices and plan characteristics vary with consumer age and income as we describe in more detail below.

The last part of utility - \( \epsilon_{ij} \) - is a random individual-plan specific shock to the utility function that accounts for the fact that there are some aspects for why a given individual may have higher or lower utility for a given plan that are known to the individual but unobserved by the researcher. We assume that this random shock is distributed Extreme Value Type 1, which leads to a logit discrete choice model. The extensive literature on the statistical properties of discrete choice models has demonstrated that this set-up is extremely flexible and can approximate any random utility function (McFadden and Train, 2000). To close the model we assume that individuals choose plan \( j \) that maximizes their utility across all possible choices, or they choose not to enroll, which gives a normalized utility of zero. Formally, \( i \) chooses \( j \) if \( u_{ij} > u_{ik} \) for all \( k \) in \( J \) such that \( k \) is not equal to \( j \).

In our empirical setting, consumers that have the same set of plans to choose from, may face different plan characteristics; these characteristics depend on consumer demographics. First, consumers with lower incomes have reduced cost-sharing in plans with Silver metal labels, requiring us to adjust \( X_{ij} \) for these consumers. Second, insurers are allowed to age-rate premiums, so as to partially account for higher average healthcare spending at older ages, so older consumers will have higher \( p_{ij} \). In addition, and this aspect is central for our analysis, while individuals of the same age in the same market face the same nominal premiums, effective premiums vary substantially across individuals according to their income. Effective consumer premiums depend on the level of premium subsidies that consumers receive. In the model, \( p_{ij} \) is the premium that consumer \( i \) has to pay for plan \( j \) net of consumer-specific premium subsidies.

The variation in premiums that pins down the marginal utility of income parameter stems from insurer decisions and government policies rather than from experimental assignment. Hence, we may be concerned about a bias in our parameter estimates. For example, it is possible that there exists a characteristic of a plan \( j \) that we do not observe and do not include into the utility function, but this characteristic is observable to the individual, affects his or her choice and is also correlated with the premium of the plan. This would lead to an omitted variables bias in our estimates. To address this concern we use two instrumental variable strategies. The first strategy follows the intuition in Section 3.2 and is similar in spirit to the ideas in Waldfogel (2003), as also discussed in Berry and Haile (2016). We instrument prices in a any given county with the share of potential consumers in that county who do not qualify for income-tagged subsidies (i.e. consumers with annual income of more than 400% FPL). As illustrated in Section 3.2, there is a strong negative relationship between nominal premiums and the share of subsidy-ineligible consumers.
among potential consumers. The second strategy is to add spatial instrumental variables in the spirit of Hausman (1996) instruments. We instrument premiums of plans in insurer-metal level combination \( A \) in market (state and rating area combinations) \( X \) with a variable that computes the average premium that insurer-metal level combination \( A \) charges in all state and rating area combinations other than \( X \). The logic behind this instrument is that it should capture the fundamentals of plan \( A \)'s cost structure, such as for instance, its ability to negotiate with providers, and not be correlated with local demand shocks in market \( X \). To accommodate the instrumental variables strategy into the model we use a control function approach as derived in Kim and Petrin (2010). We run first-stage specifications separately for each age level - the first instrument does not vary with age, while the second does. The first stage specifications include two instruments and all plan characteristics that also enter the utility function. We compute residuals for each first stage regression and then take a simple average of these residuals, using that average as the control function in demand estimation.

4.2 Supply

4.2.1 Profit function

Insurers in the ACA Insurance Exchange market decide which geographic markets to enter, how to design their plans, and how to price them. In this analysis, we focus on how insurers set prices conditional on having made the entry and contract design decisions. Modeling price-setting poses a significant challenge, as pricing is constrained by an array of regulatory provisions. We start with a detailed accounting of payment flows in the market. We then discuss the assumptions we need, to make the supply-side model empirically tractable.

Consider a 40-year old individual \( i \) that lives in market \( t \), and purchases an insurance plan \( j \). For this individual, plan \( j \) collects revenue that consists of several pieces. First, the insurer collects a premium \( p_{ij} \) from the consumer. The premium is consumer-specific and depends on consumer’s age and income.\(^6\) For consumers that are not eligible for premium subsidies, the premium is equal to insurer’s full price or the “bid.” For consumers that are eligible for a subsidy, the insurer collects the premium from the consumer as well as a subsidy from the federal government that together add up to the “bid.” Consumer \( i \) receives (a maximum) subsidy \( z_i \) that is a function of \( i \)'s income and the bid of the second-lowest cost silver plan in market \( t \). The consumer pays the difference between the bid and the subsidy in premiums. If the subsidy is higher than the bid, the consumer pays zero and does not receive the cash value of the “unused” subsidy.\(^7\) Second, the insurer collects revenue from three risk-equalization programs that we describe below.

On the cost side, both the realized costs that a plan \( j \) incurs for consumer \( i \) and the ex ante costs that a plan expects to incur for consumer \( i \), differ across consumers and plans. Let the total (i.e. out of pocket and insurer payment) expected healthcare spending of consumer \( i \) in plan \( j \) be \( h_{ij} \). This spending depends on consumer’s underlying health risk, which we denote with \( r_i \), as well as the features of plan \( j \). The features

---

\(^6\)In what follows, we abstract from the differences in premiums for smoking and non-smoking enrollees, as well as from the individual versus family coverage. Smoking is self-reported upon the purchase of insurance; the insurers have no mechanism to verify whether an enrollee smokes, which likely leads to severe underreporting. We do not observe household-level enrollment information and simplify the model by treating each enrollee as an independent agent. This simplification is ameliorated by the fact that premiums for household vs. individual-level enrollment tend to just be scaled from the baseline premiums for single adults, suggesting that the insurer faces the same incentives across single and household consumers on the margin.

\(^7\)In practice, the subsidy operates as a tax credit; the estimated level of the credit is reconciled during tax filing.
of plan \( j \) may affect \( h_{ij} \) either by changing consumer demand for healthcare, i.e. through moral hazard, or plan \( j \) may simply have different negotiated prices for the same services. We denote \( j \)'s cost-sharing characteristics or provider bargaining power with \( \phi_j \). Then, \( h_{ij} \) is a function of \( r_i \) and \( \phi_j \). Plan \( j \)'s expected cost for consumer \( i \) is not equal to \( h_{ij} \). Instead, the plan expects to pay only a portion of \( h_{ij} \), net of consumer cost-sharing. Consumer cost-sharing, in turn, is either paid directly by the enrollee or can be paid by the government in the form of cost-sharing subsidies. The source of payment doesn’t affect insurer’s cost per se; however, insurers’ costs may go up if cost-sharing subsidies induce additional demand for healthcare services. As eligibility for cost-sharing subsidies depends on individual income, we can write that the plan’s expected cost for enrollee \( i \) is \( c_{ij}(r_i, \phi_j, D_i) \), where \( D_i \) denotes consumer \( i \)’s income.

Without any risk-equalization programs, plan \( j \)'s expected profit for consumer \( i \) as a function of plan \( j \)'s bid \( b_j \) and bids of all other plans \( b_{-j} \) in a given market for this consumer’s age group \( a \) is equal to:

\[
\pi_{ij}(b_j; b_{-j}) = p_{ij}(D_i, b_j^a, b_{-j}^a) + z_i(D_i, b_j^a, b_{-j}^a) - c_{ij}(r_i, \phi_j, D_i),
\]

Suppose that for any plan \( j \), there is a baseline plan-specific cost \( c_j^a \) of covering an average enrollee of a given age. Then, we can re-write the individual cost \( c_{ij} \) as the sum of the plan-specific cost and an idiosyncratic cost component: \( c_{ij}(r_i, \phi_j, D_i) = c_j^a + \tilde{c}_{ij}(r_i, \phi_j, D_i) \). We further note that while the split of insurer revenue between consumer premium \( p_{ij} \) and the subsidy \( z_{ij} \) is important in determining how many people choose to enroll in the plan, once a consumer enrolles, the premium and the subsidy add up to insurer’s bid. In other words, \( p_{ij}(D_i, b_j^a, b_{-j}^a) + z_i(D_i, b_j^a, b_{-j}^a) = b_j^a \) for a consumer of age \( a \) with any income level. Using this notation, we can then re-write the profit of plan \( j \) from enrolling individual \( i \) of age \( a \) as follows:

\[
\pi_{ij}(b_j^a; b_{-j}^a) = b_j^a - c_j^a - \tilde{c}_{ij}(r_i, \phi_j, D_i),
\]

The individual-specific cost term allows for the presence of advantageous or adverse selection that is a function of plan characteristics \( \phi_j \). For example, selection into a plan would be adverse if the sum of \( \tilde{c}_{ij}(r_i, \phi_j, D_i) \) across all consumers purchasing plan \( j \), is a positive number. In other words, selection is adverse if a plan \( j \) systematically enrolls consumers with idiosyncratic costs above the plan-specific expected cost component \( c_j \). Selection would be advantageous if this sum were negative, and there would be no selection if the sum was close to zero.

Three programs exist on ACA Marketplaces (within the time horizon we study) aimed at equalizing expected insurers’ costs of all enrollees. The aim of these programs is to reduce the incentives for active cream-skimming by insurers and ameliorate the consequences of adverse selection of sicker consumers into more generous plans. It is easier to think about these programs as affecting insurers’ costs; however, in practice, the programs constitute revenue streams. The first program - risk adjustment - generates lump-sum payments or lump-sum collections from a plan, depending on whether the plan has enrollees whose risk is above or below the average in the market. Second, the reinsurance program transfers additional revenue to insurers to cover expenditures on particularly high-cost consumers. Finally, insurers may receive funds from or be required to pay into a so-called risk corridor program. This last program attempts to reduce the ex post volatility in realized profits relative to the ex ante risk pool.

To the first-order approximation, the risk-equalization programs attempt to neutralize the idiosyncratic component \( \tilde{c}_{ij}(r_i, \phi_j, D_i) \) of enrollees’ ex ante costs. We incorporate these programs into our notation.
as follows. The reinsurance program effectively gives insurers additional individual-specific revenue for individuals with particularly high $\tilde{c}_{ij}(r_i, \phi_j, D_i)$, so as to reduce the impact of this term on insurer’s profit function. Let this additional revenue be $\tilde{z}_{ij}(r_i, \phi_j, D_i)$. We can then consider the difference between this additional revenue and the idiosyncratic cost-component as the net idiosyncratic cost that is relevant for insurer’s decision-making. Denote this difference with $\eta_{ij} = \tilde{c}_{ij} - \tilde{z}_{ij}$. Now let the lump-sum risk-adjustment payment to the insurer be $R_j$. This term is a function of risk types $r_i$ of all individuals that enroll in a plan. We do not explicitly incorporate the ex post risk-corridor transfers into the model - these payments can be interpreted as a reduction in insurers’ fixed cost of purchasing private re-insurance policies and should not affect insurers’ pricing incentives on the margin (although they likely affect entry decisions).

Let $I_a^j$ denote the number of consumers of age $a$ that choose to enroll in plan $j$. Then, for all individuals $i$ across all age groups $a$ that enroll in plan $j$, we can write the profit of plan $j$ as:

$$\pi_j(b_j; b_{-j}) = \sum_a I_a^j b_{ij}^j - \sum_a I_a^j c_{ij}^j - \sum_{i \in j} \eta_{ij} + R_j$$

(8)

Let $H_j(\phi_j)$ denote any residual selection that is left after risk-adjustment. In other words, $H_j(\phi_j) = \sum_{i \in j} \eta_{ij} - R_j$. If the risk-equalization programs resulted in perfect risk-adjustment that completely removed the ex ante net idiosyncratic shocks, this term would be zero. If risk adjustment is imperfect, $H_j(\phi_j)$ can be either positive or negative depending on the nature of residual selection. We assume that $H_j(\phi_j)$ is not zero, but that it depends only on $\phi_j$ rather than the bids conditional on $\phi_j$.  

Rewriting the profit function using the share notation, we get:

$$\pi_j(b_j; b_{-j}) = \sum_a s_a^j M^a b_{ij}^j - \sum_a s_a^j M^a c_{ij}^j + H_j(\phi_j)$$

(9)

Empirically, and according to ACA statutes, the bid menu of each plan $j$ across different ages follows a fixed scaling schedule. This observation allows us to simplify the problem further. Let there be a fixed set of age-specific multipliers that apply to bids. We assume that the same multiplies apply to expected baseline costs, capturing how healthcare costs increase with age. 

Let a multiplier vector for plan $j$ be $\tau_j$ (we allow for plan-specific multipliers; in practice, the observed market outcomes results from fixed $\tau$’s across plans). The profit equation for plan $j$ then becomes:

$$\pi_j(b_j; b_{-j}) = \sum_a s_a^j M^a \tau_j^a b_{ij}^j - \sum_a s_a^j M^a \tau_j^a c_{ij}^j + H_j(\phi_j)$$

(10)

---

8This is a plausible assumption, as the costliest individuals are likely to have the lowest incomes due to a negative health-income gradient, and thus are likely to receive generous premium and cost-sharing subsidies, making plans similar in terms of their financial characteristics. It follows that for these individuals, the key differences across plans lie in non-pecuniary plan features in $\phi_j$, such as physician networks, formulary breadth, and chronic condition management. In general, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no empirical evidence that would allow assessing the precision of risk-adjustment in the ACA market. From other markets that employ risk-equalization policies, we know that while risk-equalization leaves scope for residual selection, it goes a long way to reducing the differences in costs in expectation.

9The discrepancy between the statutory age-specific multipliers and the true age slope in healthcare cost is the source that can generate adverse selection. Since insurers are allowed partial age-rating of their premiums, the selection that we may be concerned about in the ACA setting is within age selection - this source of selection is the target of the risk-equalization programs as discussed above.
or, re-arranging:

\[ \pi_j(b_j; b_{-j}) = (b_j - c_j) \sum_a s^a_j M^a \tau^a_j + H_j(\phi_j) \]  

(11)

At the insurer level, we aggregate across all plans \( j \) offered by insurer \( f \):

\[ \pi_f(b) = \sum_{j \in f} (b_j - c_j) \sum_a s^a_j M^a \tau^a_j + H_j(\phi_j) \]  

(12)

The insurer maximizes profits by choosing a bid \( b_j \) for each plan \( j \) in its portfolio.

### 4.2.2 First order conditions for pivotal and non-pivotal plans

Insurers choose bids that maximize their profits taking into account the actions of other firms. The first order condition for a one plan-firm implied by the profit function in 12 is:

\[ \frac{\partial \pi_f}{\partial b_j} = (b_j - c_j) \sum_a \frac{\partial s^a_j}{\partial b_j} M^a \tau^a_j + \sum_a s^a_j M^a \tau^a_j = 0. \]  

(13)

For an insurer that offers more than one plan in a market, the vector notation for the set of first-order conditions becomes:

\[ S - \Omega(B - C) = 0. \]  

(14)

where row \( j \) of vector \( S \) is given by:

\[ S_j = \sum_a s^a_j M^a \tau^a \]  

(15)

and row \( j \) of vector \( (B - C) \) is given by:

\[ (B - C)_j = (b_j - c_j) \]  

(16)

while row \( k \), column \( j \) of matrix \( \Omega \) is:

\[ \Omega_{kj} = - \sum_a \frac{\partial s^a_k}{\partial b_j} M^a \tau^a \]  

(17)

for plans \( k \) and \( j \) offered by firm \( f \). We invert Equation 14 and compute the marginal cost (for a 20-year old as a baseline) of each plan as a function of observed equilibrium prices and the elasticity of demand that is given by the demand parameters from Section 4.1.

The key term of the first order condition is the derivative of the (age-specific) share with respect to the (age-specific) bid: \( \frac{\partial s^a_j}{\partial b_j} \). We drop the age superscripts to simplify notation in what follows, as age scaling is given by regulation and age markets are additive in our set up. In practice, they interact through any plan- or insurer-level risk-equalization policy. Further, to the extent that age-specific scaling in bids does not perfectly equalize differences in age-specific costs, there is cross-subsidization across ages within a plan. The share derivative reflects how much the demand for plan \( j \) changes when this plan increases its bid by a small amount. Unlike in a standard product-market setting, this term captures the complex relationship between premiums and bids within the ACA Marketplaces. Bids and premiums are linked via the premium subsidy. 
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mechanism. Recall that the subsidy is a function of the bid set by the second-lowest cost silver plan and consumer’s income. These SLS plans - or what we call “pivotal” plans - face a different set of incentives, as a change in their bid affects not only their own prices, but also the subsidies, and hence consumer premiums, of all plans. In what follows, we consider the object $\frac{\partial s_j}{\partial b_j}$, separately for pivotal and non-pivotal plans. We assume a complete information game, in which pivotal plans know that they are pivotal, while non-pivotal plans know that they are not pivotal, and price accordingly.

Since many consumers in the ACA market do not pay the full bid $b_j$ for any plan, it follows that the change in the share of plan $j$ in response to a small increase in bid $b_j$ depends crucially on the composition of consumer incomes in the market. As we highlight below, the overall share of plan $j$ is a weighted sum of the shares in each income-age consumer bin (weighted by the share of consumers in each bin). In other words, the derivative of the plan’s share with respect to its own bid, and hence its pricing decisions, depend crucially on the share of elastic consumers in each market. This feature of the problem generates the key mechanism that is the focus of our paper: the subsidy-income linkage creates a demographic externality, as the insures have an incentive to raise prices in markets with poorer - and consequently more subsidized and less elastic - consumers.

Consumer prices are functions of all silver plan bids, as they depend on the subsidy, which itself is a function of the the second-lowest bid silver plan. In other words, we have: $s_j(p_j, p_{-j})$, and $p_j(b_j, b_{-j})$ as well as $p_{-j}(b_j, b_{-j})$. The overall derivative of the share function can then be written as:

$$\frac{ds_j(p_j, p_{-j})}{db_j} = \frac{\partial s_j}{\partial p_j} \cdot \frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} + \frac{\partial s_j}{\partial p_{-j}} \cdot \frac{\partial p_{-j}}{\partial b_j}$$

(18)

**Non-pivotal plans** Consider the share derivative in Equation 18 for non-pivotal plans. For these plans, $\frac{\partial p_{-j}}{\partial b_j} = 0$ since the bid of plan $j$ does not affect prices for other plans, conditional on the bids of other plans. The term, $\frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j}$ depends on the subsidy structure. Under the means-tested subsidy structure, we have the following components (within one age group) in $\frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j}$:

1. For consumers with no subsidy $\frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} = 1$, as for these consumers a small increase in the bid translates into the same increase in consumer premium. Consumers with a zero subsidy are those with income over 400% FPL or those whose income-specific premium cap $\bar{p}_i$ is strictly above the bid of the second-lowest cost Silver plan $b_{2LSP}^j$

2. All other consumers receive subsidy $z_i$ that is (at most) equal to the difference between their individual income-specific premium cap $\bar{p}_i$ and the bid of the second-lowest silver plan in their market. For these consumers $\frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} = 1$ if $b_j$ is greater than the subsidy. If $b_j$ is less than the subsidy, then consumers pay zero out of pocket premiums and hence $\frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} = 0$.

Summarizing, we get:

$$\frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } b_j < z_i \\ 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(19)

Denote the fraction of elastic consumers within an age-geography market with $\eta$. We also denote the share of elastic consumers that buy plan $j$ with $s_j^e$ and the share of inelastic consumers that buy plan $j$ with $s_j^{ine}$. We then get that $j$’s total market share in age group $a$ in market $t$: 15
\[
\frac{ds_j(p_j, p_j)}{db_j} = \eta \frac{ds_e^c(p_j, p_j)}{db_j} + (1 - \eta) \frac{ds_{ine}^c(p_j, p_j)}{db_j}
\]

\[
\frac{ds_j(p_j, p_j)}{db_j} = \eta \frac{\partial s_e^c}{\partial p_j} + (1 - \eta) \cdot 0
\]

\[
\frac{ds_j(p_j, p_j)}{db_j} = \eta \frac{\partial s_e^c}{\partial p_j}
\]

For elastic consumers that are subsidized, each consumer faces a different, income-specific premium, hence the derivative \(\frac{\partial s_e^c}{\partial p_j}\) is itself a sum over income cells. Equation 19 highlights the importance of elastic consumers on the market. As \(\eta\) approaches 1, i.e. as the share of elastic consumers grows, the elasticity of demand increases. Reversely, when there are no elastic consumers on the market and \(\eta\) approaches zero, the elasticity of demand approaches zero and the firm faces no marginal incentives to decrease prices.

For example, in the case of a logit probability at the individual level, we get:

\[
s_j^c = \sum_{i=1}^{N} s_{ij}^c = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\exp(\delta_j - \alpha_p i_j)}{1 + \sum_{k} \exp(\delta_k - \alpha_p i_k)}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial s_e^c}{\partial p_j} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_c} \frac{\partial s_{ij}^e}{\partial p_j} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_c} \alpha s_{ij} (s_{ij} - 1)
\]

allowing for heterogeneity in preferences, we get that the (age-specific) share derivative for non-pivotal plans is equal to:

\[
\frac{ds_j(p_j, p_j)}{db_j} = (1 - \eta) \sum_{i=1}^{N_c} \alpha_i \frac{\exp(\delta_{ij} - \alpha_i p_{ij})}{1 + \sum_{k} \exp(\delta_{ik} - \alpha_i p_{ik})} \left( \frac{\exp(\delta_{ij} - \alpha_i p_{ij})}{1 + \sum_{k} \exp(\delta_{ik} - \alpha_i p_{ik})} - 1 \right)
\]

**Pivotal plans** We proceed analogously for pivotal plans. Consider the first term of the share derivative in Equation 18 for pivotal plans. Under income-linked subsidies, we have the following components (within one age group) in \(\frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j}\) for pivotal (i.e. 2LSP) plans:

1. For consumers with no subsidy \(\frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} = 1\), as for these consumers a small increase in the bid translates into the same increase in consumer premium. Consumers with a zero subsidy are those with income over 400% FPL (in which case the income-specific premium cap is infinity) or those whose income-specific premium cap \(\bar{p}_i\) is strictly above \(b_j\) (since \(j\) in this case is the second-lowest cost silver plan).

2. Subsidized consumers always pay exactly their income-specific premium cap \(\bar{p}_i\) for the second-lowest silver plan, as the subsidy \(z_i\) is equal to the difference between their individual income-specific premium cap and \(b_j\). Hence, for subsidized consumers, \(\frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} = 0\). Consumers are subsidized if their income-specific premium cap \(\bar{p}_i\) is below \(b_j\).
Summarizing, we get:

\[
\frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \bar{p}_i < b_j \\
1 & \text{if } \bar{p}_i > b_j 
\end{cases}
\]  

(24)

As with the non-pivotal plans, the share of elastic consumers matters for the pricing of second-lowest silver plans, as those consumers who receive any subsidies always pay a fixed amount for the second-lowest silver plans and hence have a completely inelastic demand.

We next consider the term \( \frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} \). Unlike in the case of non-pivotal plans, this term is not equal to zero for pivotal plans. When pivotal plans increase their bid \( b_j \) by epsilon, the maximum subsidy that eligible consumers can get - \( z_i \) - also increases by epsilon, which in turn affects consumer prices of all other plans. Specifically,

1. For consumers with income being over 400% FPL and no subsidy, i.e. \( z_i = 0 \), \( \frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} = 0 \), since the bid of the pivotal plan doesn’t affect the prices these consumers pay for other plans.

2. For consumers whose income-specific premium cap \( \bar{p}_i \) is below \( b_j \): these consumers receive subsidy \( z_i \) that is (at most) equal to the difference between \( p \bar{p}_i \) and \( b_j \), since \( b_j \) is the pivotal plan. When \( b_j \) increases by epsilon, \( z_i \) increases by epsilon. For these consumers:
   
   (a) If \( b_{-j} \) is below \( z_i \), an epsilon increase in \( b_j \) increases the maximum subsidy by epsilon, but has no effect on consumer prices for \( b_{-j} \), as consumers are paying zero premiums for these plans. Then, \( \frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} = 0 \).

   (b) If \( b_{-j} \) is above \( z_i \), then increasing the maximum subsidy \( z_i \) by epsilon results in a decrease of consumer price for plan \( -j \) by epsilon, hence \( \frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} = -1 \), since consumers have to pay less of the incremental cost of more expensive plans. This condition applies by construction to all plans with bids above the second lowest silver plan bid as well as to some plans, whose bids are above \( z_i \), but below the second-lowest silver plan.

Summarizing, we get:

\[
\frac{\partial p_{-j}}{\partial b_j} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } b_{-j} < z_i \text{ or } z_i = 0 \\
-1 & \text{if } b_{-j} > z_i 
\end{cases}
\]  

(25)

The term \( \frac{\partial s_j}{\partial p_j} \times \frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} \) is a sum of these terms across each consumer type. Within each consumer type, consumer face different prices, so that the derivative \( \frac{\partial s_j}{\partial p_j} \) is itself a weighted sum over income cells for each consumer type. Equation 25 highlights that for a set of consumers and plans, the change in the bid of the second-lowest silver plan may decrease consumer prices for other plans and hence increase the demand for these plans conditional on the plans’ own bids. We take this relationship into account when computing derivative shares numerically.

For example, in the case of a logit probability at the individual level, we get:

\[
s_j = \sum_{i=1}^{N} s_{ij} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\exp(\delta_{ij} - \alpha_i p_{ij})}{1 + \sum_{K} \exp(\delta_{ik} - \alpha_i p_{ik})}
\]
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\[ \frac{\partial s_j}{\partial p_{-j}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\partial s_{ij}}{\partial p_{-ij}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i s_{ij} s_{-ij} \]

and
\[ \frac{\partial s_j}{\partial p_j} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\partial s_{ij}}{\partial p_{ij}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha s_{ij} (s_{ij} - 1) \]

Multiplying this with probability of consumer types, we get:
\[ \frac{\partial s_j}{\partial p_{-j}} \cdot \frac{\partial p_{-j}}{\partial b_j} = (Pr(b_{-j} > z_i)) \cdot (-1) \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i s_{ij} s_{-ij} \]

and
\[ \frac{\partial s_j}{\partial p_j} \cdot \frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} = (Pr(\bar{p}_i > b_j)) \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha s_{ij} (s_{ij} - 1) \]

We get the total derivative for the pivotal plan to be:
\[ \frac{d s_j(p_j, p_{-j})}{dB_j} = \frac{\partial s_j}{\partial p_j} \cdot \frac{\partial p_j}{\partial b_j} + \frac{\partial s_j}{\partial p_{-j}} \cdot \frac{\partial p_{-j}}{\partial b_j} \]
\[ (26) \]

\[ \frac{d s_j(p_j, p_{-j})}{dB_j} = (Pr(\bar{p}_i > b_j)) \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha s_{ij} (s_{ij} - 1) + (Pr(b_{-j} > z_i)) \cdot (-1) \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i s_{ij} s_{-ij} \]
\[ (27) \]

Conditional on knowing the share derivative for each plan, marginal cost is the only unknown in the first order condition. Hence, we can estimate marginal costs by inverting equation 13 as follows:

Given the complexity of the share derivative, there is no algebraic closed-form solution for it, but we can estimate it numerically and use the calculation to derive a vector of marginal costs for each plan.

### 4.3 Estimation results

**Demand Parameters** We adapt the estimation routine for discrete choice models, to incorporate the varying levels of aggregation at which we observe enrollment. We do not observe plan-level market shares as would be common in this setting. Instead, but rather county-level market shares of plans aggregates into their metal levels: platinum, gold, silver, bronze, and catastrophic, as well as plan (but not county) level enrollment, and finally insurer-county enrollment. These moments give us several thousand cross-sectional restrictions on the underlying demand function, including demographic interactions. The intuition of the estimation is similar to a standard discrete choice model; computationally, however, the approach is different, as we rely on bottom up simulation of the model to match moments at different levels of aggregation.

Table 3 reports the simulated method of moments estimates for several demand specifications. We start with a specification in Column (I) that includes only the main parameters of the utility function: individual-specific (income-adjusted) premium, individual-specific measure of average plan generosity, the control function, and a constant capturing the value of the outside option. While very parsimonious, this specification robustly captures the key patterns in the data. Individuals dislike higher premiums and like
more coverage - consumers are willing to pay about $350 a year for a ten percentage point increase in the
average generosity (actuarial value) of plans. Column (2) adds random coefficients to the specification.
Column (3) adds the full vector of plan characteristics, but not the random coefficients. While the exact
point estimates for the willingness to pay vary across specifications, the qualitative and quantitative patterns
are very similar.

Figure A1 illustrates the in-sample fit of the demand model (I). We simulate consumer choices in the
model and compute the resulting enrollment shares at the plan metal level in each market. The figure plots
the histogram, across 2,566 counties, of metal-level shares in the data and in out simulation. We closely
match these aggregated enrollment shares and the model is able to capture a substantial amount of variation
in the data.

Cost Parameters Figure A2 illustrates the distribution of estimated marginal costs (based on elasticity
estimates from demand model (I)). Given the restrictions of the inversion procedure, we estimate the marginal
cost for one age group per plan and assume that marginal costs for other ages groups in the same plan move
with $\tau$ multipliers. We estimate the costs for 20-year old consumers, who have the reference $\tau$ of 1. The figure
plots the distribution of the cost estimates across plan-markets, separately for Bronze and Platinum plans.
We observe two pronounced patters. First, there is substantial heterogeneity in costs within a plan type.
This is not surprising, since plans on the ACA Marketplaces are extremely diverse, with some plans being
offered by large national insurers and some by local co-operatives. Second, there is substantial differences in
costs between more and less generous plans, which we would expect, as mechanically platinum plans cover
90% of consumers’ healthcare expenditures, while the Bronze plans cover only 60%. The ratio of 1.5 in costs
between these plans that we would expect on average is consistent with the magnitude of the shift in the
distribution of costs from light gray (bronze plans) to dark gray (platinum plans) that we estimate.

Figure A2 presents another piece of evidence that suggests that our marginal cost estimates are reasonable.
In this figure we report the correlation between our marginal cost estimates from the inversion of the first-
order condition and accounting costs. We observe plan-level (although not plan-county level) accounting
costs reported by plans to CMS in their annual rate review files. These files contain a measurement error
in accounting costs, as insurers are allowed to report their costs equally split across their plans rather than
providing a true plan-cost attribution. Nevertheless, these data provide valuable informational signal, as
they on average sort plans by their costs. We observe a strong correlation between accounting costs and
the marginal costs that we estimate from the inversion procedure. The levels of two cost measures are not
comparable. While re report marginal costs for a 20-year old consumer, the accounting costs are reported
at insurer or plan level and hence are averages across consumers of all ages.

5 Counterfactuals and Welfare

Welfare under observed allocation Before turning to counterfactual analyses of subsidy mechanisms,
we first focus on understanding the incidence of the existing subsidization process. We are interested in two
aspects. First, how does total consumer surplus and insurer profit compare to the total (premium) subsidy
spending by the government. Second, how does the surplus from subsidies differ across socio-economic
groups and across geographic locations. We start the analysis with a simple exercise of documenting the
differences in per capita consumer surplus across socio-economic groups and geographies. We then proceed to analyze the differences in the distribution of surplus between consumers and producers across these groups and locations.

Following Williams (1977) and Small and Rosen (1981), surplus for consumer $i$ with marginal utilities $\theta_i$ from plan characteristics, including the premium, takes the following form:

$$CS(\theta_i) = \frac{1}{\alpha_i} \left[ \gamma + \ln \left( 1 + \sum_{j=1}^{J} \exp(v_{ij}(\theta_i)) \right) \right],$$

where $\gamma$ is Euler’s constant, and $v_{ij}$ is the deterministic component of utility for person $i$ from plan $j$ and is equal to utility net of the idiosyncratic $\epsilon$ term.\textsuperscript{10} We integrate out over consumer heterogeneity to obtain consumer surplus:

$$CS = \int CS(\theta)dF(\theta).$$

We estimate that under the observed allocation and prices consumer surplus for the federally facilitated ACA Marketplaces amounts to $15 billion. Producer surplus (where we assume that any risk-equalization payments, including the risk corridors contribute to cost equalization and do not explicitly add these to profits) amounts to $6 billion. Under the observed allocation as simulated in our model, the government is spending $23 billion in subsidies, which is consistent with the subsidy spending reported by the Congressional Budget Office ($32 billion, which include spending in non-federally facilitated states). Thus in total, we conclude that nominally the program that attracts about 40% of potential enrollees generates negative return on government spending, as the subsidy payments are higher than the total surplus. It is important to emphasize the word nominal here, as we are not accounting for other spending that the government would have potentially had on the same consumers in the absence of ACA Marketplaces. The latter could range from enrolling these consumers in other public health insurance programs, such as Medicaid, or being a residual payer for uncompensated care. If those other potential expenditures on the same consumers would have been more than $2B, which is very likely, then the Marketplaces would generate a large positive net welfare gain.

Figure 4 illustrates the geographic variation in average welfare. We observe a significant degree of variation, ranging from positive average per capita welfare of circa $800 generated in Tennessee, many parts of Texas, and Iowa. At the same time we observe negative welfare generated in several southern states, Florida, and Maine. The main driver of this variation is the different amount of subsidies across areas. As we saw in Figure ??, the the areas with the lowest welfare estimates are the ones that also tend to have the lowest share of unsubsidized consumers.

**Subsidy incidence** Table 4 reports the full set of counterfactual simulations. We start in Panel (a) with a counterfactual that removes subsidies, but preserves the market power in the market. The comparison of this counterfactual and the baseline surplus levels allows us to compute the incidence of premium subsidies between consumers and insurers. We estimate that adding (income-tagged) subsidies at the level observed in the data generates an addition surplus of $11 billion (from baseline of $10 billion) for $23B in (nominal,

\textsuperscript{10}Euler’s constant is the mean value of the Type I Extreme Value idiosyncratic shock under the standard normalizations in the logit model, and is approximately equal to 0.577.
without opportunity cost) government spending. This again highlights the negative return on the nominal
government spending in the program. Importantly, however, subsidization significantly increases insurance
coverage - the share of potential consumers who purchase any coverage increases from 11% to 37%. Out
of $11 billion in additional total surplus, $4 billion accrues to insurers, suggesting a consumer incidence of
subsidies of approximately 65%.

Efficiency consequences of market power  The counterfactual simulation in Panel (d) on Table 4
highlights the role of market power. The two columns of this panel compare allocations with and without
market power when there are no subsidies. Removing market power increases total surplus by $2 billion
from the baseline of $10 billion. In addition, $2 billion of surplus is re-allocated from insurers to consumers,
thus increasing consumer surplus by a total of $4 billion and consumer enrollment from 11 to 30 percent.
Panel (d) of Figure 6 again suggests that the effects of market power are heterogeneous across locations and
result in a redistribution of surplus across the country.

Efficiency consequences of subsidies  To further understand the contribution of subsidies, we pursue
two more comparisons. In Panel (c) of Table 4 we report the results of two counterfactuals that simulate a
classic public finance analysis. Assuming perfect competition, we ask how subsidies contribute to welfare.
This comparison allows us to estimate the pure deadweight loss from subsidization. To implement the
idea of perfect competition, we force insurers to price at the estimated marginal costs. Hence, in both
counterfactuals, producer surplus is zero. The simulation suggests that at marginal cost pricing, subsidies
generate an additional consumer surplus of only $11B for $32B extra in (nominal) government spending.
Hence, two thirds of nominal government spending constitute a deadweight loss. However, the program
achieves high enrollment rates. Without subsidies and marginal cost pricing our simulated enrollment is 30%
of potential consumers. With (income-tagged) subsidies enrollment increases to 63 percent. The deadweight
loss is not surprising in the presence of such large enrollment increase, as the marginal consumers attracted
by increasingly generous subsidies have an increasingly declining willingness to pay for insurance.

Interaction between subsidy design and market power  We next consider the central question of
the paper, which is the effect of tagging subsidies to income in the presence of market power. Panel (b) of
Table 4 compares the surplus generated in the program under tagged subsidies (at observed levels) vis-a-vis
flat uniform subsidies that are equal to the average observed subsidy with tagging (this effectively holds
government spending constant for the same number of enrollees). Our simulation suggests that removing
tagging substantially increases the surplus and enrollment in the program. Moving to flat subsidies generates
an additional $ 6 billion in surplus for $4 billion in additional government spending. 67% of the increase
in surplus accrues to consumers. Insurance coverage increases substantially from 37% to 48%. Without
accounting for the cost of public funds, with flat subsidies the program generates positive returns to $1 in
nominal government spending.

The allocation with flat subsidies, however, is not Pareto improving over the tagging mechanism. Flat
subsidies generate a re-allocation of surplus from previously highly subsidized consumers to previously less
subsidized consumers. As we observe in Panel (b) of Figure 6, flat subsidies lead to a re-allocation of surplus
from the south-eastern states to Texas, Tennesse and several northern states.
6 Conclusion

Traditionally, “tagged” benefits have been provided directly by the government. As a result, the vast majority of the literature has modelled the “supply” side in these settings as a benevolent social planner. Increasingly, however, governments continue funding social insurance and welfare programs, but relegate the actual provision of the, for example, insurance benefit to private markets. While the mode of providing social insurance and welfare benefits is changing, many policies still rely on traditional “tagging”, frequently implemented as a means-test. In this paper we argue that adding market power to the supply side of a public benefit in the presence of taxes or subsidies that are “tagged” to observables has the potential to generate substantial efficiency distortions above and beyond the well-documented masquerading effects. The intuition is simple. If a firm knows that in a particular market with low income consumers, all consumers will receive very generous subsidies, effectively rendering demand for insurance inelastic, it will have the incentives to raise prices. In the presence of market power, this demographic externality is not dissipated by competition.
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Figure 1: Consumer interface on healthcare.gov

Notes: Snapshot of one of 121 plans that were offered to 40-year old individuals in Cook County, IL in 2015. The premium that individuals see on the web page incorporates their individual premium subsidy if they enter their income information during the selection process.
Figure 2: Empirical Demand Moments

(a) Share of potential consumers not eligible for subsidies

(b) Share of potential consumers purchasing Silver plans
Figure 3: Variation in premiums and enrollment by the share of unsubsidized consumers

(a) Effective premiums

(b) Enrollment

Notes: The panels illustrate the descriptive relationship between the demographic composition of counties and the market experience of consumers with income above 250% FPL and below 400% FPL. The top panel computes for each county the share of individuals that are not eligible for subsidies (income above 400% FPL) among individuals that do not have private or public insurance and are thus in the potential consumer pool for the Marketplaces. The x-axis plots the residualized (to state fixed effects) version of this measure. The y-axis plots the (residualized) effective premiums that individuals with income above 250% FPL and below 400% FPL would face if they enrolled. The bottom panel has the same x-axis. On the y-axis, it records the share of consumers with income above 250% FPL and below 400% FPL that enrolled in any Marketplace plan. County-level observations are aggregated into 20 equal-sized bins, each point in the scatterplot reports the average of the y-variable in the bin. The line marks a linear fit.
Figure 4: Geographic incidence of welfare under observed allocation

Notes: The map illustrates the average total surplus from ACA Marketplace plans in each county of the federally facilitated states. Total surplus is computed as a sum of consumer and producer surplus net of public subsidy spending. We compute consumer surplus for each potential enrollee in our representative ACS sample; the surplus depends on the choice set available to each consumer and not on whether any given consumer actually chose a plan. Aggregating up from the sample gives us the average consumer surplus in each market. We proceed similarly for producer surplus and government spending, scaling the ACS sample to the population level.
Figure 5: Demographic incidence of consumer surplus under counterfactual allocations

(a) Flat subsidies with market power

(b) Tagged subsidies without market power

(c) No subsidies with market power

(d) No subsidies without market power
Figure 6: Change in market-level average consumer surplus under counterfactual allocations

(a) No subsidies vs tagged subsidies

(b) Tagged vs flat subsidies

(c) No subsidies vs tagged subsidies (no market power)

(d) No market power vs market power (no subsidies)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gain in average consumer surplus, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No subsidies</td>
<td>120 − 211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagged subsidies</td>
<td>101 − 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagged</td>
<td>41 − 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>28 − 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No subsidies</td>
<td>170 − 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagged (no MP)</td>
<td>137 − 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No MP</td>
<td>-13 − -0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td>-20 − -13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gain in average consumer surplus is calculated as the difference between the consumer surplus under the counterfactual allocation and the consumer surplus under the baseline allocation.
### Table 1: Summary statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean‡</th>
<th>Std.Dev.</th>
<th>10th pctile</th>
<th>90th pctile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Choice set</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of plans</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of large insurers</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average annual premium (age 40), $</td>
<td>5,106</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>3,978</td>
<td>6,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Enrollment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market size‡‡</td>
<td>7,867</td>
<td>25,756</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>15,671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share outside option</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share bronze plans</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share silver plans</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share gold plans</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County-level enrollment</td>
<td>3,536</td>
<td>13,798</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>6,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan-level enrollment^</td>
<td>3,165</td>
<td>12,040</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6,353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. Demographics of potential enrollees in ACS sample</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share women</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share white</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income in % FPL</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual premium subsidy, $^^</td>
<td>3,301</td>
<td>1,293</td>
<td>1,791</td>
<td>4,988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‡ Across counties
‡‡ Based on Kaiser Family Foundation estimates
^ Across plans, not across counties
^^ Individual-level subsidy computed as the average subsidy within a coverage family

Notes: Panel A and B reflect the distribution of choices and enrollment in federally-facilitated ACA Marketplace plans in year 2017. Choice set statistics (Panel A) are based on data from Health Insurance Marketplace Public Use Files, released by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services as well as the Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight. Enrollment statistics (Panel B) are based on county and plan-level enrollment data that have been released by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services. Demographic data in Panel C are based on American Community Survey for year 2017. Potential enrollees in the ACS sample are defined as individuals who did not have active employer-sponsored insurance or any type of public health insurance coverage and those who were not eligible for insurance under Medicaid expansion in those states that expanded Medicaid. Annual premium subsidies were imputed using information on income and tax family composition following instruction for 2017 IRS Form 8962 (Premium Tax Credit).
Table 2: Descriptive evidence: demand of partially subsidized consumers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Outcome: Premium $'000</th>
<th>Enrollment share‡</th>
<th>Premium^</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>Reduced Form</td>
<td>2SLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premium^, '000$</td>
<td>0.19 (0.04)</td>
<td>-1.79 (0.52)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of unsubsidized potential enrollees</td>
<td>0.95 (0.10)</td>
<td>-0.45 (0.11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of Dep. Var.</td>
<td>0.61 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev. Of Dep. Var.</td>
<td>0.42 (0.49)</td>
<td>0.49 (0.11)</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Obs.</td>
<td>2566</td>
<td>2566</td>
<td>2566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The table reports point estimates of regressions that formalize the relationships recorded in Panels (a) and (b) of Figure 3. Columns (1)-(3) are county-level regressions. The outcome variable in Columns (1)-(3) is the share of individuals eligible for partial subsidies - those with income between 250% and 400% FPL - that purchased any plan on ACA Marketplaces. The outcome variable in Column (4) is the effective premium for the second-lowest cost silver plans that individuals eligible for partial subsidies face. The regression in Column (4) is estimated at the individual level on the ACS sub-sample that satisfies the income restriction of 250% to 400% FPL. Column (1) measures whether the inside enrollment share of partially subsidized consumers is lower when their average 2LSP premium is higher. Column (2) measures whether the inside enrollment share of partially subsidized consumers is higher in places that have more unsubsidized consumers. Column (3) measures whether the inside share is higher when the average 2LSP premium is higher, where we instrument for premiums with the share of unsubsidized consumers. The relationship between premiums of partially subsidized consumers and the share of unsubsidized consumers is recorded in Column (4). All regressions control for state fixed effects. Column (4) includes, but doesn’t report individual demographics as described in Section 3.2.
Table 3: Demand Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(I)</th>
<th>(II)</th>
<th>(III)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income-Adjusted Premium Mean ($1000)</td>
<td>−1.94</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>−3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income-Adjusted Premium Std.dev. ($1000)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted AV Mean</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>8.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.43)</td>
<td>(0.34)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted AV Std.dev</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.35)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Fixed Effects</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan Characteristics</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Function</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. The models are estimated using a simulated method of moments with an objective function that attempts to maximize the match of county-metal level enrollment shares. Individual-specific premiums are constructed by subtracting the individual-specific subsidy that we compute for each individual in the ACS sample using information about their income from the “bid” or list premium for each plan for the corresponding age of the individual. The adjusted actuarial value measure reflects the AV that each individual in the ACS sample would face in each plan depending on their income. For example, individuals with the lowest incomes receive cost-sharing subsidies such that the actuarial value of Silver plans for them become 94% rather than the standard 70%. In Specification number (III), we include the following characteristics: whether a plan is a PPO/HMO/POS/EPO, whether the plan is new to the market, whether it is eligible for HSA accounts, provides out of network and out of country coverage, has a national network of providers, applies quantity limits and exclusions on any services or drugs, requires pregnancy notice, specialist referral, offers wellness programs, disease management, asthma management, diabetes management, depression management, heart disease management, high blood pressure management, back pain management, pain management, pregnancy management, as well as 13 indicators for coverage exclusion for a set of common services.
Table 4: Counterfactual surplus simulations

(a) Subsidy incidence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tagged subsidies</th>
<th>No subsidies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(preserve market power)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer surplus (in $B)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer surplus (in $B)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government spending (in $B)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share inside option enrollment</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Tagging with market power

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tagged subsidies</th>
<th>Flat subsidies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(preserve market power)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer surplus (in $B)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer surplus (in $B)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government spending (in $B)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share inside option enrollment</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Subsidy incidence without market power

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tagged subsidies</th>
<th>No subsidies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(shut down market power: p=mc)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer surplus (in $B)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer surplus (in $B)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government spending (in $B)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share inside option enrollment</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Market power without subsidies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Market power</th>
<th>No market power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(no subsidies)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer surplus (in $B)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer surplus (in $B)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government spending (in $B)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share inside option enrollment</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX

A Figures and tables
Figure A1: Demand model fit: county-metal level moments

Notes: The graph compares the distribution of county-metal label enrollment shares between data and the demand model. X-axis measure enrollment share: for example, if 20% of potential enrollees in Cook County, IL purchased a Silver plan, this would be recorded as 0.2 on the x-axis. Y-axis measures the share of county-metal label combinations that fall in respective x-axis bins. There are a total of 2,566 counties and 5 metal labels, creating a total of 12,830 observations that underlie each histogram. The light-counter histogram records the distribution of county-metal label enrollment in the data. The dark-contoured histogram records the (in-sample) predictions of the demand model.
Figure A2: Marginal cost estimates from first-order-condition inversion

Notes: Marginal cost estimates are for a 20 year old consumer. We assume that marginal costs scale with respect to age with the same multipliers as observed prices. The x-axis is in thousands of dollars per year.
Figure A3: Inverted marginal costs correlate with accounting costs

Notes: Marginal cost estimates are reported for a 20 year old consumer. We assume that marginal costs scale with respect to age with the same multipliers as observed prices. Accounting costs are reported as plan-averages and hence average across all age groups. Accounting costs are extracted with rate review files released annually from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.